HDR1100N-H

Narrow Dual Boom
Topper Hedger

Hedging as Narrow as 2 feet!

The unique design of the HDR1100N-H allows each boom to
be moved independently of each other. This allows the
machine to perform mechanical pruning operations that
simply were not possible in the past. For example, flat
topping one side while hedging on the other.

Dual Boom Flat Topping

HDR1100N-H Narrow - Dual Boom - Topper Hedger
The HDR1100N-H was designed to meet the growing
demand for a dual boom, topper hedger able to hedge as
narrow as 2 feet. The unique design of the machine
allows each boom to be moved independently of each
other making the HDR1100N-H one of our most versatile
and productive machines to date.
Cutting Pass

11’ 3”

Min Hedging Width

2’

Max Flat Topping Height

20’

Max Hedging Height

24’

The front suspension combined with the “walking beam” rear
axle of the HDR1100N-H provides a stable ride over
berms when cross hedging. The narrow power unit and
cutting arms provide for efficient hedging in the tightest
planted orchards

Compact design for easy transport

*When hedging at 2’ wide

Note: All dimensions are rounded

The HDR1100N-H is mounted on our own power unit that
features:

• John Deere 6068H Tier 3 155HP Diesel Engine
• Hydrostatic Transmission
• Heavy Duty Axles & Rims, 18 Ply Tires

www.tol-inc.com

800-732-2142

The machines pictured in this brochure are intended to illustrate the general
appearance and features of these products. They are equipped as specified by
a particular customer and may or may not show items that are optional or
recommended. Specifications, illustrations, and descriptive materials herein
were accurate as known at the time this publication was approved for printing.
We reserve the right to discontinue models or options at any time or to change
specifications and materials, equipment and design without notice and without
incurring obligation.

